Electron drift velocities in mixtures of helium and xenon and experimental verification of corrections to Blanc's law.
Measurements of electron drift velocities were performed in pure Xe and He and in a number of mixtures ranging up to 70% of Xe. The data were obtained by using a pulsed Townsend technique over the density-normalized electric field strength E/N between 1 and 100 Td . Even for pure gases there are no data in the entire range covered here, and these data represent an extension of accurate drift velocities to higher E/N. A selection of well-established cross sections for low energies, which was extended to higher energies, led to a reasonably good agreement of the calculated transport coefficients with the available data. At the same time we have applied the standard (common E/N) Blanc's law and two forms of common mean energy (CME, due to Chiflykian) procedures. Blanc's law fails for most mixtures at low and moderate E/N, while the CME procedure is capable of following the experimental data for the mixtures much more closely, and even predicting the negative differential conductivity region when such effect does not exist for pure gases. Thus the present paper also represents an experimental test of procedures to correct the standard Blanc's law. Finally, we have used the data for two mixtures to obtain results for the third mixture and in all cases this procedure gave excellent results even though only the standard Blanc's law was used in the process.